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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
UNITED KINGDOM - 10th June 2021

R1 - NOTTINGHAM | 20:00 | GBP £5,800 |  MANSIONBET BET 10 GET 20 EBF NOVICE STAKES (GBB RACE)

33 LOVE DE VEGA
Promising colt with placings at both career runs to date. Last start was second over 1000m at
Ayr. Progressing well and expected to measure up again.

55 STERLING KNIGHT
Was safely held on debut when fourth and beaten 8 lengths at Newbury. Open to further
improvement. Can measure up this time.

22 KING'S GUARD Unraced colt by Oasis Dream out of Winter Queen. Worth including.

44 ROCCOZAAM
Made debut at Chelmsford and was pretty plain when a 6 length sixth over 1200m when well in
the market. Battled home fairly on debut and worth consideration with a bit of improvement.

77 GLOBAL ROMANCE
Making improvements on debut but still not nding the frame when seventh last at
Wolverhampton. In the mix this start could sneak a place.

R2 - NOTTINGHAM | 20:35 | GBP £5,600 |  MANSIONBET PROUD TO SUPPORT BRITISH RACING MAIDEN STAKES

1010 MATAMUA
Missed as favourite last time out running fourth by 6 lengths at Windsor over 1630m. Worth
another chance despite being easily accounted for last time out.

1111 MOONLIT CLOUD
Was sent forward on debut and gave a sight but faded to nish sixth at this track. Likely to be
much improved for this. Can do much better this time.

22 C'MON KENNY
Lightly raced gelding and tracking well. Last time recorded a 8 length sixth over 1530m at
Chester. Has the ability and looks one of the chances.

55 MERCIAN HYMN
Raced well on debut, but then failed to go on with the job the following start when seventh at
Chelmsford over 1600m. Looks a capable type and can improve here.

66 SATONO CHEVALIER Unraced colt by leading sire Invincible Spirit out of Albisola. Watch for market moves.

R3 - NOTTINGHAM | 21:10 | GBP £5,527 |  MANSIONBET WATCH AND BET HANDICAP

55 DEREHAM
Found maiden win last start at Great Yarmouth. Rates well and can continue winning form.
Looks a winning chance.

66 PAINTBALL WIZARD
Sparingly raced stayer who improved at second run from a spell when third over 2820m at Great
Yarmouth on May 19. Likely improver and should be further improved.

22 DIDTHEYLEAVEUOUTTO
Been a while since his last win and has a bit to nd on recent form to be competitive here. Will
appreciate the additional journey and could have a better run.

33 MAJOR SNUGFIT
Finished mid eld over 2400m at Thirsk last time, 2.75 lengths from the winner. Tackles a longer
journey this time and drops in the weights on last run. Rates well and should be in the mix.

11 LADY ISABEL
Lightly raced lly and tracking well. Last time recorded a 8 length fth over 2800m at this track.
Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

R4 - NOTTINGHAM | 21:45 | GBP £11,500 |  DOWNLOAD THE MANSIONBET APP HANDICAP

33 TYPHOON TEN
Is racing well but struggling to break through this time in, nishing in the money at his last three
runs, the latest when second at Brighton. Has the ability and expected to run well.

11 LETHAL LUNCH
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when fourth over 1400m at Chelmsford.
Rates fairly and shouldn’t be far away.

22 MUSCIKA
Made a return to form with a second place nish over 1200m at Epsom Downs at big odds.
Progressing well and a win is on the cards.

66 DANCINGINTHEWOODS
Stepping out to this circuit for the rst time but rates well at this distance. Each-way chance on
the back of a fair run most recently.

44 WENTWORTH FALLS
Racing well below best this campaign, the latest when 2.25 lengths second over 1200m at Thirsk.
Can improve and have a better showing.
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R5 - NOTTINGHAM | 22:20 | GBP £5,527 |  MANSIONBET BET 10 GET 20 HANDICAP (DIV 1)

77 MOONRAKER
Brought up eighth career win two back but missed the frame last time when sixth over 1000m at
Chepstow. Wasn’t too far off them last time out so he must be respected.

44 REFUGE
Almost found the win last start running a close a long neck second at Ripon over 1000m. Looks
close to a win here.

22 BRAZEN BOLT
Placed last time over 1440m at Wolverhampton when in tra c and nished 1.5 lengths away
from the winner. Capable of a big finish so don’t write him off.

11 SOYOUNIQUE
Drops in trip since latest outing at Wolverhampton when fourth, nishing 3.5 lengths off the
winner. Jumps in weight but should be kept in mind.

88 LEXINGTON LIBERTY
Racing well but still missing a win. Has placed three times in ve starts and could nd the frame
this start.


